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The IMF and COVID-19 crisis

The IMF has responded to the COVID-19 crisis by quickly deploying financial assistance, developing policy advice, and creating special tools to assist member countries. Visit IMF.org/COVID19 to access the latest analysis and research from IMF staff in response to the pandemic.

IMF COVID-19 Hub
Latest news, blogs, Factsheets, Podcasts, and all the information on the IMF’s response to the crisis IMF.org/COVID19

Policy Tracker
Learn more about key policy responses governments are taking to limit the human and economic impact of this global pandemic by country at IMF.org/COVID19policytracker

Emergency Financing
The IMF has secured $1 trillion in lending capacity, serving and responding fast to an unprecedented number of emergency financing requests from over 90 countries so far. This list includes emergency assistance by region approved by the IMF’s Executive Board. IMF.org/COVID19lendingtracker

Special Series
These notes are produced by IMF experts to provide guidance and help members address the economic effects of COVID-19. IMF.org/COVID19notes

“A global crisis like no other needs a global response like no other.”
—Kristalina Georgieva